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Stationary solutions for an electron in an intense laser field: 
I. Single-mode case 
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AbslrscL ?he Schrodinger equation far an electron and a single-mode photon field 
with interaclions is solved by a direct method. A unique feature of these solutions 
h the inclusion of retardation effects in the photon field. Some interesting phFical 
questions arising from the solutions are discussed. me Keldyh-Faisal-Reiss formula 
for the transition rate of mulliphalon ionization modified by the inclusion of retardation 
effects is simplified by averaging the degenerate inilial slates. Ihe result shows thal 
.L. ,,,= ,F,a,YI,~",I > 
wavefunction of lhe initial slate. Ihe physical significance at the inclusion is analysed 
in the near-threshold a s e  of multiphoton ionizalion. Our resull shows that in the near- 
lhreshold case, reladation effects depend exponentially on the orbital angular momentum 
of the initial stale. Ihe effect vanishes for s-smts, but is significant for states with high 
orbilal angular momentum. 
n,rCLI .- .... an & aicuia;ed i n  irms Uf the mdiai pri of the mOmen;um 
1. Introduction 
The interaction of atoms with wry strong electromagnetic fields has recently become 
accessible to experimental study with increasingly powerful lasers. Observations of 
multiphoton ionization under field intensities in excess of 1 TW lead to phenom- 
ena that cannot be expiained in terms or' iowesi-order perturbation theory (Bucicsbaum 
et a1 1987, Gallagher 1988). Theoretical approaches to multiphoton ionization which 
use non-perturbative techniques have therefore been developed (Keldysh 1964, Faisal 
1973, Reiss 1980, Chu and Cooper 1985, Becker et a1 1986, Shakeshaft and Powliege 
1987, Javanainen and Eberly 1989, Parker and Stroud 1989), many of which make 
use of the classical Volkov state, i.e., the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation for an unbound electron in an oscillating electromagnetic field (Volkov 
1935, Faisal 1987). A widely used simple model originally initiated by Keldysh and 
combined with later improvements is now often called Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss (KFR) 
theory (Keldysh 1%4, hisal  1973, Reiss 1980). Due to its simplicity, KFR theory is 
freqently used by experimentalists in data analysis (Bashkansky et al 1987, Freeman 
and Bucksbaum 1591). Many theoretical studies have been devoted to questions of 
validitv (Antunes, Net0 and Davidovich 1984. Milonni 1988) and origins of KFR the- 
ory (duo and Aberg 1988, Mu 1990), or to constructing improved theories (Guo et 
a1 1989, Guo and Drake 1992). KFR theory Still requires further discussion before 
an evaluation can be made of its contributions. The non-relativistic solutions for an 
electron in a classical and a quantized EM field have been applied to many situations 
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(Keldysh 1964, Wisal 1973, Reiss 1980, Bialynicki-Birula and Bialynicki-Birula 1976, 
Bialynicki-Birula 1980, Risal 1987, Rosenberg 1982, Ehlotzky 1985). 
A quantized field approach in cases of strong laser fields is necessary in two 
respects. First, a quantized field approach regards the complete system of interacting 
atoms and photons as an isolated system, for which the total energy from the initial 
state, via the intermediate states, to the final states is well-defined, in contrast to 
the semiclassical approach which regards the field as a time-dependent external field. 
Thus, in the former approach, the evolution of the energy distribution among the 
electrons and the photons due to interactions and energy transfers is well determined, 
while in the latter the energy for the interacting system is not conserved. Second, 
high intensity radiation fields are commonly thought of as classical fields, but this 
does not mean that there are no quantum effects in the classical field regime. Above- 
threshold ionization peaks spaced by one photon energy show quantum effects in 
physical interest to study the strong field limit of quantum field theories to establish 
the connection with the semiclassical pictures and perhaps uncover new phenomena 
in the process. A recent success of this approach (Guo and Drake, 1992) is an 
explanation for the peak splittings in the angular distribution of photoelectrons in 
strong laser fields observed by Buchbaum el al (1988). 
In our search for a quantum electrodynamical approach to multiphoton ioniza- 
tion by high intensity light, we have solved the Dirac equation exactly for a relativistic 
electron interacting with a quantized and elliptically polarized' single-mode electro- 
magnetic field (Guo and Aberg 1988). Thking the non-relativistic and large-photon- 
number limits from the relativistic solution, we obtained a simple form of the solutions 
(Guo el a1 1989) which gives a proper justification for the non-relativistic solution of 
the Schrodinger equation in the large-photon-number limit. The quantized-field ver- 
sion of the solutions enabled us to treat multiphoton ionization as a genuine scattering 
process in an isolated system that consists of photons and an atom (Guo er al 1989). 
A different type of scattering theory has been developed by Mu (1990), who ap- 
plied the Same set of solutions in the H- detachment case and good agreement with 
experimental measurements was achieved by Mu el al (1990). 
In a recent paper (Guo 1990) we developed a Lie algebra method by which we 
obtained solutions for a non-relativistic electron in a single-mode and a multimode 
quantized radiation field. The solutions obtained in the present work introduce the 
following three features. (1) The field has an arbitrary elliptical polarization. (2) 
The present solutions are for the large-photon-number limit, but in the quantized- 
field version, thus making it possible to describe absorption and emission processes 
with definite transferred-photon numbers. They also enable us to treat the electron 
photons are energy eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. (3) The present solutions are 
non-relativistic for the electron, but there is no long wavelength approximation for 
the photons; i.e. retardation is included in the photon vector potential, hence in 
the photon part of the wavefunction. This feature is particularly advantageous for 
'treating strong radiation fields, in contrast to earlier non-relativistic semiclassical ap- 
proaches that are mostly in the dipole approximation where the light-cone directions 
are deformed, limiting their range of applications. Thc Bucksbaum el al experiment 
(1988) strongly shows that there could be large momentum transfers in multiphoton 
ionization processes. Thus, keeping the momentum terms due to the photon field and 
the interaction in the general formulation may be necessary. As in the energies terms, 
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all momentum terms in the quantum electrodynamical approach are well-defined for 
the electrons, the fields, and the interaction. Thus, treating a non-relativistic electron 
by keeping retardation effects is possible, and intrinsically consistent Actually it turns 
out to be an elegant feature of this theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we solve the Schrbdinger equation 
for a non-relativistic electron interacting with a single-mode qauantized elliptically po- 
larized EM plane wave by a straightforward method. Then we use a limiting process 
to obtain the solution in the large-photon-number limit. In section 3, we briefly 
discuss some interesting questions arising from these solutions, such as interaction 
energy, ponderomotive four-momentum, and the conversion between ponderomotive 
energy and the photons. In section 4, we give a complete treatment of the multi- 
photon ionization rate in KFR theory, modified by the inclusion of retardation effects. 
Even though the formula with retardation appeared formally in our earlier work, 
i: has nc+ei bein 
degenerate initial states, we obtain a simplified rate formula, which shows that the 
effect is determined by the radial part of the momentum wavefunction of the initial 
state. Then. we analyse the significance of the effect in near-threshold multiphoton 
ionizations and provide a numerical example by treating the outermost shell of xenon 
gas. Our analysis shows that the  numerical result is largely independent of the model 
af !he Item. 
:hoiigh s,;ic;iky io a G;cc;zb;e fGiiii, By a-+e;zging the 
2. Electron in a single-mode quantized radiation field 
In this section we employ a straightfonvard method to obtain solutions of the 
Schrbdinger equation for a non-relativistic electron interacting with a single-mode 
puLu" 11~1". A IIULIIUC' "L LL'ILLSLUI lllallullb d12: crllpJyru Wl l lL l l  altl l l U W  Ldllllllal 111 
quantum optics. Then we take the large-photon-number limit to obtain a simple form 
of the solutions for strong radiation fields. In the present paper, we use units with 
h = c = 1, and e = -1eI. 
The Hamiltonian for a non-relativistic electron in a single-mode quantized radia- 
tion field can be obtained from the minimum-coupling principle as 
I^. -.-_ E - , >  * L^_ _I .----c----.:-..- ~ - -  -...,-..-a ...L:-L -.. ' ? - -2 ,L -  I_ 
where 
~ ( - l t .  T )  = g(ee'k''a + e*e-~ ' .~  a )  t (2) 
and g = ( ~ V ' W ) - ~ / ~ ,  V, being the normalization volume of the photon field. N ,  is 
the photon number operator: 
1 
N ,  = - (au t  2 + at,). ( 3 )  
The polarization vectors E and E* are defined by 
e = [E* C O S ( C / Z )  + iev s in(~/2)]e""  
e* = [ e , cos (~ /2 )  - ieY s i n ( ( / 2 ) ] e ~ ' / ~  (4) 
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and satisfy 
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C.e ~ g ! e  F determine the ,h.r*- "-b-l- of po!arkatbn, such that < = x i 2  ~ : r e s p &  
to circular polarization and = 0, to linear polarization. The phase angle 0 is 
introduced to characterize the initial phase value of the simple harmonic oscillator in 
our work (Guo 1990). With this phase, a full squeezed light transformation (Loudon 
and Knight 1987) can be fulfilled in the solving process. In multimode cases, the 
relative value of this phase for each mode will be important. 
The SchrOdinger equation to be solved is the eigenvalue equation 
HQ(T) = & Q ( T ) .  (6) 
Tb remove the coordinate dependence of the A ( - k .  T )  field, we apply a canonical 
transformation (Lee el al 1953, Girardeau 1960, Filipowicz 1985) 
aiT) = e - : L " . ~ a ~ ( T ) ,  
Equation (6) then becomes 
1 e eZAZ 
-[(-io) - k N J 2  - -[(-iV). A + A .  (-io)] + -2 m e  2 me 
where k . A = 0 by transversality. Here, A is coordinate-independent and defined as 
A = e i k ' " 6 A ( - k .  T ) e - ' k ' r N a  = g ( , e a  + 
+ ( T )  = e'P'+ (10) 
(9) 
The coordinate-independent equation is obtained by setting . 
i.e. 
The (kN,) '  term is an operator which gives an equation whose solutions are 
not known. In weak radiation fields with a background-photon number n, the term 
can be neglected because we have U N ,  G w n  a me and k N a  xz kn  p .  For 
strong radiation fields, however, the term cannot be neglected. The difficulty can be 
overcome in the  following wayi which allows one to include most of the contribution 
of the k N ,  terms, while the remaining contributions arc small relativistic corrections 
of order u / c  for the electron. 
We postulate that there is a real number n, such that the operator (nk - N , k )  
vanishes in the non-relativistic limit. This will allow us to include retardation effects 
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to all orders for the photons, while neglecting relativistic corrections of order u / c  
for the electron. A full justification is given at the end of this section. Using this 
postulate, we now replace kN, in (11) by nk , with K to be determined later. We 
further define a vector P through the relation 
Then (11) is reduced to the simpler form 
which is a solvable equation in quantum optics. 
Tb remove the terms which are quadratic in the creation and annihilation opera- 
tors in equation (13), we apply the full ‘squeezed-light’ transformation (Loudon and 
Knight 1987, Guo 1990) 
c = cosh Xa - sinh xe-‘@at 
c t = -  sinh ‘ xeiQa + cosh xa’ 
with the i.ve.e 
a = cosh x c  + s i n h  xe-’@c’ 
at  = sinh ,yeiQ c + cosh xct 
(‘4) 
and follow the same steps as in the relativistic case (Guo and .&berg 1988) to obtain 
the exact non-relativistic wavefunction. By finding 
4 = Dtln), (16) 
“(r) = y-1-’/2exp[i(-kN, + P + ~ k )  . ~ ] D ~ l n ) ~  
we finally have 
(17) 
where V, is the normalization volume for this wavefunction. We have 
e2g* cos 6 x = -- t anh-  
2 m e w  + e2g2 
The shift operator D, which is introduced to eliminate the linear terms of the creation 
and annihilation operator in equation (13) (Filipowicz 1985, Guo and ,&berg 1988), 
is given by 
D = exp(-6ct + 6.c) 
6 = e g P .  e,*/C 
c = [ ( m e w  + e2g2)* - e4g4 C O S ~ E ] ” ~ .  
3388 
The operator D is a coherent light transformation (Loudon and Knight 1987), which 
shifts the creation and annihilation operator 
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DcDt  = c + 6  
Dct Dt = ct + 6'.  
The rotated polarization vectors are defined by 
ce = cosh X E  + sinh X C ' @ E *  
e; = sinh ~ e - " c  + cosh xe'. 
The energy eigenvalues of the wavefunction (17) are found to be 
P' C ( n  + $)  e'g'(P. E , ) ( P .  E;) 
2% m e  m e C  
- E = -  + 
If we define 
P2 
2% 
E = -  
we see that (23) is just the on-mass-shell condition for a non-relativistic electron with 
four-momentum (E  + m , , P ) .  Thus we have 
f + me = ( E  + me) + K'W (24) 
where the constant n' is defined by 
The electron is described non-relativistically, its velocity being much less than that 
of light, but retardation is included for the photons. Comparing (24) and (12) and 
using the fact that ( 8  + m , ; p )  ( E  + mri P )  and (w;  k )  are Lorentz four-vectors, it 
follows that 
We can define the important parameter z 
(27) 1 2 = n - ( n  + ?) 
with the interpretation that zw is the interaction energy. 
If the radiation field is strong, the photon number becomes very large and the 
field takes on classical characteristics. As in the earlier work (Guo and Aberg 1988), 
we let 
s 6 - A  
n-+m 
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where A is the amplitude of the classical field. The present formalism remains valid 
for weak fields if the photon normalization volume tends to infinity, because we have 
g = (~V,W)- ' /~  and the classical amplitude A of the field is finite, not infinitesimal. 
W e  will call the limit (28) the large-photon-number limit. 
We need to evaluate the matrix element ( l lDfln)c  in the large-photon-number 
limit, ] I )  being a state of I free photons in the N ,  representation. Applying the 
intermediate-states method, we insert E,, Im)(ml, which is the identity operator, in 
the matrix element: 
Following the same procedure as in the earlier work (Guo and Aherg 1988), we find 
the limiting form when m - CO, 1 - m,g - 0, 
(w~I,) - 5 J-,(C)e- i q ( + ~ t $ ) h ~ , , - ~ ,  (30) 
q=-m 
where 
and 
m 
7 = + c a s < .  
Combining (30) and (32), we have 
(lIDtln)c - EJj(C, ll,4()*e-'J(°Ctp)6j,r-n. (33) 
I 
The generalized Bessel function J j ( C ,  q , 4 < )  is defined (Guo and Aherg 1988) as 
m 
J j ( C , % + ( )  = c L,_,,(C)Jm(ll)exP(2i"~). (34) 
m=-m 
Thus one has the limiting form 
For the wavefunction describing the non-relativistic electron in the large-photon- 
number limit we then have 
3390 
with the energy eigenvalue 
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E = p 2 / 2 m e  + ( n  + $)w  + ZW. (37) 
Combining (26), (27), and the limiting process (28), we see that z in (37) is given by 
We now justify the ansatz leading to the solution (36). The principal justification 
is that (36) agrees exactly with the non-relativistic large-photon-number limit of the 
Corresponding relativistic solution (Guo et uf 1989). Within the present Context, it 
can also be justified as follows. We have replaced p - N a k  hy P. From (12) and 
(27). we have 
p = P +  ( n +  $)k + z h .  (39) 
By Comparing (17) and (36) we know that N,, when it actS on In + j ) ,  produces 
( n  + j + 4 ) h  in each term of the sum. Thus, with (39), we have 
p -  N,k zz P + ( z  - j ) k .  (40) 
Now z = ( e g ) 2 n / ( m , w )  is finite in the limit n - 03 and g - 0 and hence satisfies 
z << n. On the other hand, we can take j e n, even though j in principle runs 
from -n to +m. The physical reason is that j represents the number of transferred 
photons, while n is the number of background photons; the mathematical reason is 
that j is the order index of the generalized Bessel functions, whence those terms 
which make non-negligible contributions must satisfy j << n. For example, in Xe 
Sp,,, multiphoton ionization, the terms with 11 < j < 19 contribute importantly, 
and the others are negligible. Hence we have the inequality 
l ( z - j ) w l e m e .  (41) 
Comparing ( l l ) ,  (13), (22), and (40), we see that the quantity neglected by using the 
present ansatz is 
[ P  + ( z  - j ) k I 2 / ( 2 m , )  - P 2 / ( 2 m , )  
4 (P , /m , ) ( z  - j ) w  + [(. - j ) w / ( 2 m e ) l ( .  - j ) w  (42) 
which is of higher order relativistically than the energy ( z  - j ) w  which we kept in 
the derivation. 
3. Physical significance of the solutions 
In this section, we briefly discuss some interesting features of these solutions. 
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3.1. Interaction energy 
From (22), the energy levels of the system of an electron and many photons in the 
single-mode case including the interactions can be rewritten as 
which contains four terms. The first term is the the kinetic energy of the electron. The 
second term is the free energy and the zero-point energy of the photons. The third 
term, which originates from the A' term, has an asymptotic form ( e 2 A z / m , w ) w  
h the large-photon-number limit. This term is the ponderomotive potential energy, 
which is a repulsive energy and depends on the background-photon number. It is 
thus much larger than the attractive energy in strong-field cases. Thus we can say 
photon-pair emission and absorption produce the repulsive energy. The fourth term, 
which originates from the P . A term of the Hamiltonian and does not depend on 
the background-photon number n, is an attractive energy. Thus we can say that the 
electron has a natural attractive tendency with the photon cloud emitted by itself if 
there are no background photons. -We can also say that single-photon emission and 
absorption produce the attractive energy. 
3.2. Ponderomotive four-momentum 
As shown in our earlier work, we once again see the existence of the ponderomotive 
momentum, which together with its counterpart the well-known ponderomotive en- 
ergy forms the ponderomotive four-momentum. The ponderomotive four-momentum, 
which is from the interaction of two kinds of particles, forms only a part of the 
four-momentum of the system. An interacting system of an electron and a single- 
mode photon field has a definite four-momentum which can be called the total four- 
momentum (Guo and Aberg 1991). A peculiar property of the total four-momentum 
h that it can be decomposed into a sum of an on-mass-shell four-vector and a null 
four-vector (Berestetskii et al 1982, Filipowicz 1985, Guo and Aberg 1988). Here, 
an on-mass-shell four-vector means a four vector with a norm of mz, while a null 
four-vector means a four-vector with a vanishing norm, or a light-like vector . The 
relations can be written algebraically as 
p = P + n k  
P2  = m,2 (44) 
k2 = 0 
where K is a real number. Since the four-vector ~k is along the light cone direction, 
it possesses the properties of a photon field. By subtracting the four-momentum of 
the free photon fields from the ~ k ,  what is left is the ponderomotive four-momentum 
(Guo and Aberg 1988, Guo 190) 
K k - ( n  + $ ) k  = r k ,  (45) 
which is a consequence of equations (37) and (39). In semiclassical treatments, 
the ponderomotive energy is cnnsidercd as a part of the energy of an electron, or 
as a property of the electron, while the ponderomotive momentum has never been 
addressed. In our treatment, one can see that the ponderomotive four-momentum is 
a property of both the electron and the field, hut its null vector character gives it a 
light-like quality. 
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3.3. Conversionr between ponderomolive potenlial energy and photons 
By mapping these solutions onto a plane wave on the same energy shell, (Guo et 
al 1989) we have found that ponderomotive potential energy converts into photons 
when the photoelectron leaves the radiation field. A treatment by using a semiclas- 
sical theory supports our conclusion (Unnikrishnan 1990). The conversion between 
ponderomotive potential energy and photons in multimode cases is an interesting 
topic for further investigation. In a very recent paper (Guo and Drake 1992h), we 
extended the scattering theoly developed for the case of single-mode multiphoton 
ionization by Guo et a1 (1989) to the standing wave case. The theory correctly pre- 
dicts the angular distribution peak splitting observed by Buckshaum et al (1988). The 
conversion between the ponderomotive potential energy and photons is a natural 
feature of the theory which affects the splittings. 
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4. Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss theory with the inclusion of retardation effects 
As a simple application, we can use the single-mode solutions as the final state for 
a photoelectron to calculate the transition rate in multiphoton ionization processes 
according to KFR theory. This is just one possible use of the quantum field solutions 
for the final electron states, and is not an essential part of the quantum treatment 
itself. 
The first non-perturbative treatment for multiphoton ionization in the single-mode 
case was made by Keldysh (1964), by assuming the final state of the electron to he 
a non-relativistic, time-dependent, single-mode, and semiclassical Volkov state. This 
means that the photoelectron is moving in a classical time-dependent electromagnetic 
wave, while the initial state is an atomic bound state and the interaction is in the 
dipole approximation. Later this treatment was improved and made more rigorous by 
Faisal (1973) and Reiss (1980). Reiss employed the radiation gauge for the interaction 
with the long wavelength approximation for the A field, and with the inclusion of 
the AZ term. Bashkansky et a1 (1987) generalized Reiss's formulae for circularly 
allu rolcarly pulallLcu La>t:s LU L l l t :  GlllplrLzilly pulaIrLGu Lzibt:. u u u  allu AuClg ('YC-3) 
reproduced the formulae of Reiss and Bashkansky er af by a non-perturbative quantum 
electrodynamical approach, but without the long wavelength approximation. A recent 
discussion of the gauge dependence of KFR theoly has been given by Milonni and 
Ackerhalt (1989). They show that one must be careful in the interpretation of the A' 
term within the context of KFR theory, hut gauge dependence does not have practical 
L""ucy"c"cw 111 ,,.e '""-L1cy"c"cy ,C6L",e "L C U l l e l l l  c"p,""cL'L". c, L u l l  q Y a L t L U 1 L .  
treatment which includes the atomic binding potential along with the terms in (1) 
would of course be gauge invariant. 
Despite this and other shortcomings discussed by Milonni and Ackerhalt (1989), 
it is of interest to show that the KFR results can he obtained from our stationary solu- 
tions, including the modifications due to retardation as follows. The transition matrix 
is 
^__I 1: ---- 3 ..--,--:--A ^^^^^ .^  .%- - 8 ,  : - . : - -3 ,  .. --*--:--A ^^^^ n..- .^_I XI.--- /In""\ 
mnran..nnrar :rr +La In... F-nn..arrlr, mnin.n -6 r . .~-a-+ o ~ n a r : - n r r + o  A fm.11 n..nnt..m 
e!ement in the e!!iptica!!y pa!arized %?se WithO??t the !n.g wave!e!?gth 2pproxim2tion 
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where V contains the interaction terms in (1) and Q L ( r )  is the initial atomic b u n d  
state wavefunction with its representation @ ( P  + zk - jk) in momentum space, and 
j = 1 - n is the absorbed photon number, i.e. the photon number difference between 
the initial free-photon number 1 and the final background photon number n. The 
definitions of the generalized Bessel function and its argument are in equations (30) 
to (32). 
By imposing energy conservation between the initial and the final states 
_ -   j w  - z w  - E,  P2 
2% 
(47) 
the transition rate for multiphoton ionization in the single-mode radiation field case 
is derived as (Reiss 1980, Bashkansky et al 1987, Guo and Aberg 1988) 
by noticing 
P =  
j w  + zw + E ,  = ( m e / Z w ) * ( j -  z - Eb/w)-*6[1PI 
(49) 
) 6 ( z m , -  
- ( z m , w ) ! ( j  - z - ~ , / w ) + ] .  
The subscript av on the squares of the transition matrix element and the momentum 
wavefunction means the average value among the initial states with the same principal 
quantum number n and orbital angular quantum number I, but different magnetic 
quantum numbers. Equation (48) can be further simplified. The initial wavefunction 
e i (r )  can be written as 
where r ,  fI1 and d1 are spherical coordinates for r .  With the partial wave expansion 
where O2 and & are the spherical angles for P', and P' z P - ( j  - z)k, the Fourier 
transform of the initial wavefunction can bc written explicitly as 
WP') = 4n(-i)'~;, ,(82,42)~nl(lP'I) (52) 
where 
3394 
can be regarded as the Fourier transform of the radial wavefunction, and j,( IP'lr) 
is a spherical Bessel function. By using the identity 
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one can eliminate the dependence on the angles 0: and +?. Thus we find 
I @ ( P ' )  12" = 47r I @ nr( IP' I) 1 2 .  (55) 
Retardation effects have not been treated before in multiphoton processes. Equa- 
tion (48) together with (55) provide a simple way to include them. The retardation 
momentum could be important in the folowing cases. Theoretically, it is important 
h the baiance of the four-momentum in a scattering process. The scattering the- 
ory of multiphoton ionization developed by Guo et a1 (1989) predicts that when the 
photoelectron leaves the radiation field ponderomotive potential energy will turn into 
photons. This prediction is based on the four-momentum balance. In near thresh- 
old ionization cases, the retardation momentum could he comparable to the kinetic 
momentum of the photoelectron, which can be proven as follows. The condition 
l ( j  - r )k l  o IPI = 2m,[(j - z)w - E,] (56) 
leads to 
[ ( j  - Z)W]' - 2m,(j - z ) w  + 2m,Eh o 0 (57) 
which has two roots 
( j  - z)w = 2m, - E,  
( j  - 2 ) W  = E, .  
The first root corresponds to an extremely deeply hound case which is out of the 
energy regime we are discussing. The approximate equality of the second root cam- 
bining with the energy conservation (47) gives 
which is the near-threshold condition. 
?b show the significance of retardation effects in near-threshold multiphoton ion- 
ization processes, let us consider a hydrogenic 'model atom with the momentum 
wavefunctions 
where 
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and a, stands for the Bohr radius, 2 the nuclear charge, and the C&(z) are the 
Gegenbauer polynomials. The expression (60) can be simplified under the condition 
(59) to 
(2meE*j-!/?pi! {  + o[(i + z ) z j j ,  (62j 
Thus the ratio of differential transition rates expressed by (48) obeys the following 
simple rule 
This rule shows that there is no significant retardation effect for an s state, but the 
effect grows rapidly with i. in (63j the lack of dependence on the principal quantum 
number n follows from the fact that the radial wavefunction is proportional to IPI' 
for small IPI, independent of n. 
To iiiustrate the effect on a p state ana test the modei-independence of the ruie, an 
artificial atom with parameters close to those for the photoionization of the outermost 
Sp,,, shell of xenon was chosen as a numerical example. The threshold energy of the 
atom is assumed to be 0.4392 au, while the light is circularly polarized with wavelength 
1064 nm and intensity 8x 1012 W n e  radial wavefunction for the 5p3/, electron 
is obtained by taking the large component of the same obital generated by fitting all 
energy levels of a relativistic electron to agree with that of xenon in a Tietz (1954) 
model potential. The calculated v 2 / c 2  of the photoelectron is 8.22 x Wd, which 
meets the near-threshold condition. When the scattering angle is 5n/12, we have 
d w ( P ' ) / d w ( P )  = 0.9647 with P f 2 / P 2  = 0.%44; when the scattering angle is 2 n / 3 ,  
d w ( P ' ) / d w ( P )  = 1.0876 with P f 2 / P 2  = 1.0884. The results agree to within 0.1% 
with the rule derived from hydrogenic wavefunctions. The artificial example shown 
her: B no! 
low frequency weaker laser beam and the laser frequency may also be changed by a 
tunable laser to meet the near-threshold ionization condition. The principle point is 
to illustrate the model-independence of the scaling law expressed by (63). 
It is also instructive to show the necessity of the non-penurbative treatment by 
comparison of KFR theory with lowest order perturbation theory. In the circularly 
polarized case, where { = n/Z> the generalized Besse! function reduces to an ordinary 
Bessel function J_ j ( ( ) .  The sign difference of j in Reiss's original work is due to 
a difference in sign convention of the electron charge. Since J j ( < )  = ( - l ) J J - j ( < ) ,  
the final result is the same. The Bessel function has its power expansion 
.:r.l.!i.tic, bes,se the thr&o!d e:pr"v el" be ...ried by anothe. bJ -.' 
whose leading term (c/2)J/j! gives the lowest order contribution if one applies 
perturbation theory to treat the final electron in an external radiation field. Here 
C = (2lelA/m,w)lP. € 1  as defined in (31). The rate ratio Q of the lowest order 
33% 
perturbation result to the non-perturbative reSUlt for the case of an above-threshold 
ionization peak is 
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The following are numerical examples to show the importance of the higher or- 
(jet in $4) and @jj, Consider iW nm iight, with intensity 
4 x IO” W CI-~ to ionize an xenon atom with the outermost shell Sp,,,. For 
the j = 15 peak , with a scattering angle of 0 = 7r/2, C has value 2.52 and Q is 
1.22. When the intensity increases to 2 x loi3 W c m 2 ,  C increases to 4.60 and Q 
becomes 1.94. In this intensity region, it becomes necessary to use the full Bessel 
function. 
5. Discussion 
This paper establishes a clean connection between a quantum field picture of mul- 
tiphoton ionization and the semi-classical picture represented by KFR theory. The 
derivation is simpler and more direct than the Lie algebra approach used previously 
(Guo 1990) and the result coincides with the non-relativistic limit of the solution to 
the Dirac equation obtained by Guo ei ai (1989). The latter provides the justification 
for the operator replacement N J  - ~k leading to (13). The final results contain 
a number of generalizations and clarifications of the earlier work, as outlined in the 
Introduction. 
A motivation for studying the semi-classical limit of quantum field theories is that 
it provides a rigorous foundation for the form of the final results that might othenuise 
be obtained by physical arguments. Since the interacting system of atoms and pho- 
tons has a well-defined total energy and momentum at every step, the quantum field 
results provide a precise prescription for formulating the relevant energy-momentum 
conservation laws as the electron ionizes, acquires ponderomotive energy-momentum, 
and then ultimately leaves the radiation field. Time-dependent semi-classical theories 
are not aiways so weii defined. n e  prescription ior the proper way to inciude retar- 
dation effects when ponderomotive energy is important is one example worked out 
in this paper. In a future paper, it will he shown that the theory provides a natural 
explanation for the peak-splittings in the angular distributions of photoelectrons re- 
cently observed by Bucksbaum ei al (1988). The theory is also capable of describing 
the partial decay of ponderomotive energy into photons as the electron leaves the 
radiation fieid. (Freeman et ai i987j. 
A limitation of the present single-mode theory is that the scattering formalism on 
which it is based assumes adiabatic switching for the photon field. It therefore does 
not provide a good description of interactions with very short pulses. However, some 
of these time-dependent features can be incorporated into a multimode extension of 
the theory and will be discussed in future work. 
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